Plasma vigabatrin enantiomer ratios in adults and children.
The new anticonvulsant vigabatrin (gamma-vinyl-gamma-aminobutyric acid) is normally supplied as a racemate, but its anticonvulsant effect is thought to reside in its [S]-enantiomer only. The plasma concentration ratio of the [R] to [S] enantiomers appears to remain constant across the vigabatrin dosage interval in adult volunteers, and in the present study this has also proved to be the case in 12 chronically treated adult epileptic patients. However, in 8 epileptic children chronically treated with other anticonvulsants and given add-on vigabatrin therapy because of failure to control seizures, plasma [R]:[S]-vigabatrin ratios changed across the drug dosage interval, the [R]-vigabatrin levels tending to be relatively higher soon after intake, and to fall more rapidly than the [S]-vigabatrin concentrations over the next few hours (mean half-lives 2.52 +/- SD 0.49 and 6.53 +/- SD 6.62 hours). The reason for the shorter half-life of [R]-vigabatrin in children remains to be elucidated, but it appears that measurement of racemic vigabatrin plasma concentrations in children, though not in adults, may lead to somewhat misleading conclusions as regards the amount of the circulating anticonvulsant [S]-vigabatrin.